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Swimmers get underway in the short swim over 500m. Photos by Pete Marshall: 
 
The variables change every week in the Port Nelson Sea Swim Series, but Luke Kelly just 
keeps on winning. 
The top teenaged swimmers in the country are away at swim camps in the North Island and the 
swim was longer and calmer than it's been all season. 
It was still far from a one-horse race, but Luke seems capable of bringing just enough focus to 
bear to reach the finish line first, whatever the variables. 
On Thursday, with a strong outgoing tide, the course was set across the current, with the first 
leg travelling from the Nelson Yacht Club ramp to the 'dolphin' navigation marker before heading 
on to a yacht moored near Haulashore Island. 
Hayden Squance took the initiative on the first leg, catching a better current on the right and 
making a break on Luke, Oxford Bayley and Nic Hall. 
His lead was short-lived, as Luke and Oxford took over the lead role as they approached the 
island, with the other two close on their heels. 
Nothing changed as the foursome swum back across to Rocks Rd for the slog against the tide 
to a buoy out from the ramp. 
Over the final 50m, Luke picked up the tempo, reaching shore less than a second ahead of 
Oxford, with Nic and Luke close behind. 



Although two, or even three, times the age of the leaders, Terry Bone and Hamish Neill and 
Hayden Lockie took the next spots ahead of the first woman, Christina Harris, Denis Cooper 
and Flossie Van Dyke. 
The short swim of 500m started with a leg north against the current, before a tide assisted 
swoop back to the finish line, with Sophia Molnar winning a close battle with Corey Tremblay. 
Caitlin Eden, Eva Ellena and Finn Bryant were next to finish. 
Swimming continues in the Port Nelson series each Thursday, while many swimmers prepare 
for national ocean swims in the next months, starting with the Capital Classic in Wellington in 
the weekend. 

   
Top 60-69 swimmers Ben Van Dyke, left, and Denis Cooper discuss the 1500m course 
before Thursday's race. 
Stuart Hebberd has dominated the 70+ age group this summer. 
Brian McGurk was happy with his swim on Thursday. 


